How To Build An Ext
ension
A
Step-By-Step Guide
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Do the math
Decide on your budget, and how much extra
room you need/want. You can work with a basic

PLAN

figure of £1,000 - £2,000 per sq. meter but this
will vary depending on design and level of finish.
Don’t forget to factor in extras such as the cost
of an architect and planning applications.

Check if planning permission is needed
In some cases Permied Development Rights
negate the need for planning permission, but you
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2 story extensions can offer a more affordable way of generating
more space as adding a second floor will not cost much more per sq.
meter since you’re paying for foundations and roofing anyway.

are well advised to check before proceeding. You
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can do this by contacting your local planning
officer.
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HLN are members of the Royal Institute of Architects, the Royal Institute
of Chaered Surveyors and have over 50 years of experience within the
field. We can help you with the design and planning of your extension.

Find An Architect
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Buliders build, architects design. If you want an
extension that wows and adds maximum value to
your propey, you’re going to need to hire an
architect. If you need planning permission, pa
of the application process may require you to
submit full architectural drawings.
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Word of mouth, recommendation and sites like check-a-trade.com
can all be useful in finding the right builder. Make sure you get
quotes and references from multiple builders.

Choose Your Builder
With a set of completed designs and planning
approval granted it’s time to choose a builder to
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build your extension. Make sure your builder
comes with a quality reputation and is aware of
the necessary building regulations. Ask them if
they can provide a warranty for their work.
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Try to avoid agreeing a day rate with your builder as this may push
costs up. Instead aim to agree on a price for the project as a whole.

Plan For Disruption
Agree a time frame with your builder and decide
whether you can live with the disruption or if you
will move out while the job is being completed.
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Remember the build is likely to affect your
neighbours too, so try and minimise any impact
your build has by keeping a tight schedule.
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Keep An Eye On The Build
Make sure, whether you’ve decided to stay at

Negotiate a discount with your builder should the build looks set to
over run by a considerable amount of time. This will help mitigate
for any increased costs you incur as a result.

home or seek alternative accommodation, that
you keep on eye on the build progress. Any
deviations from the agreed upon plans or time
frame should be run by you first and mistakes
are easier to fix if they’re caught early.

If you’d like more advice on extending your home, HLN is here to help.
Visit www.hlnengineering.co.uk, call 02080 996 388
or email mail@hlngroup.co.uk

